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Abstract 
Let W be a Coxeter group with degrees dl .... ,dn. Solomon (1966) uses an inductive argument 
on the rank of W to prove the formula 
E qe(W~ 1~I (1 __ qdi ), = 
wEW i=1 
where #(w) denotes the minimum number of simple reflections required to xpress w. We provide 
a new proof of this fact using the theory of orbit harmonics developed in Garsia and Haiman 
(1992). At the same time, we give a brief review of some relevant classical results about finite 
reflection groups. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved 
1. Basic definitions and theorems 
We assume in this paper that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of  Coxeter 
groups, root systems and the usual algebraic structures associated with them. We shall 
nevertheless review the notation and classical theorems necessary for the development 
of our main result. 
We begin by letting W be an irreducible Coxeter group of rank n (that is, a finite 
reflection group of one of the following types An, Bn, D,,  E6, E7, Es, F4, G2, /-/3, 
H4 or I2(n)). Next, we let ~(W) be the set of  roots of W and fix a decomposition 
• (W) = ~+ tO ~- ,  satisfying the condition: ~ E ~+ if and only if -~  E ~/i-. We denote 
by 5 a c_ ¢i+ the set of  simple roots of W and fix a total ordering on its elements 
~1 .. . .  , ~,. The simple reflection associated with t~ i will be written s;. 
Setting ~=R[x l  . . . .  ,x,], one introduces a scalar product on ~ given by 
(P,Q) =P(a)QIx=o, 
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i.e. apply P to Q as a differential operator and evaluate the result at the origin. The 
space of invariants of W is the set 
~W={pE~ ]wP=P for all wE W}. 
By Chevalley's theorem one has that ~w is generated by n algebraically independent 
polynomials of uniquely determined degrees dl,. . .  ,dn, referred to as the degrees of W. 
We also need the following basic objects in the course of this work. 
i. The polynomial Aw = l-I~e~+(x,~) is the discriminant of W. 
ii. Jw  is the ideal generated by the homogeneous invariants of positive degree. 
iii. Hw = J~ is referred to as the space of harmonics of W. 
The goal of this paper is to provide new proofs of the following two classical results. 
I. 
i~(1  _qd~) q:(W) = -( i - - -q) '  
wEW i=1 
where Y(w) denotes the length of w E W, i.e. the minimum number of simple re- 
flections required to express w. 
II. Hw is a cone, i.e. the linear span of the derivatives of a single polynomial. 
Our approach is motivated by the constructive setting of orbit harmonics developed 
in [1]. For a Coxeter group of rank n, one begins with a point p E R" whose orbit [p] 
is regular under the action of W; that is, IEp]l = IWI. Next, letting h(P) denote the 
highest homogeneous component of a polynomial P, we define: 
1. J[pl -- {P E ~ I P(pw) = 0 Vw E W}, the ideal associated with [p]. 
2. ~[pl = ~/aC[p], the coordinate ring of [p]. 
3. gr,,Ctp] = ({h(P) IP E J[p]}), the ideal generated by the highest homogeneous com- 
ponents of the elements of j[p]. 
4. gr ~[pl = ~/gr ~Ipl. 
5. Hip] = (gr J[ai) ±, the space of orbit harmonics associated with [p]. 
With this setup, one has in [1] a beautiful theorem that, under the appropriate con- 
ditions, describes how to construct a homogeneous basis for gr ~[p] as well as how to 
determine whether Hip I is a cone. 
Theorem 1. Let W be a finite group of real orthogonal matrices and suppose [p] is 
a regular W-orbit. Suppose, further, that no = max{degP I P E ~[p]} and that ~[p] is 
a basis for ~[p] satisfying: 
1. no = max{deg q~I ~b E "~[p]}" 
2. I{~b E ~[p] I deg~b = i}l = I (~tp l  I deg ~b =n0 - i}[,for all O<<.i<~no. 
Then 
i. {h(~b)lq~E~tpj} is a basis for gr~[p]. 
ii. Hip] is a cone. 
Several well-known facts about reflection groups will also be crucial for the sequel. 
The first is stated without proof. 
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Theorem 2 (Steinberg [6]). The following are equivalent: 
1. W is a finite group of real orthogonal matrices. 
2. dim Hw = ] W[. 
3. PI4w(q)=p~e(q)/P~w(q), where Pv(q) denotes the PoincarO polynomial of a homo- 
geneous pace V. 
Proposition 1. I f  W is a finite group generated by reflections and [p] is a regular 
W-orbit then 
1. HM = Hw. 
2. Aw EH[p]. 
Proofi 1. It is an easily proved fact of coordinate rings that ~[p] and H M afford 
the left regular representation of W (see [1], for an elementary proof) . Thus, 
dimHM = dim~M = I [p] l  = I WI. Furthermore, we note that if P(x) is a homogeneous 
invariant of positive degree then P(x ) -  P(p)E J[p]. This implies h(P(x ) -  P(p))= 
P(x) E gr J[pl. Hence, we conclude that Jw  c_ gr J[p]. Taking orthogonal complements 
gives H[p]C__Hw. Theorem 2 then forces IWl=dimH[p]<<,dimHw=lW I and 
thus Hw = H M. 
2. It is clear that w ~ det w is a non-trivial, irreducible representation f W. Since 
for any W-regular p, H M is a graded version f the left regular epresentation f W, 
there must be a homogeneous element A E H[p] satisfying wA = (detw)A. Thus, for 
any reflection s~, one has s~A =-A .  This implies that A = ½(A -s~A).  Hence, A is 
divisible by (x, a) for all a E 4 +. Therefore, we may write A --- QA w for some Q E ~. 
But, in fact, 
s~ A -A - __  -Q  
s~Q s~ Aw -Aw 
forces Q into ~w. Now, we claim Q is constant. For otherwise, A E Jw .  But then, 
by part 1, this implies A E gr J[p] which is an impossibility. Thus, A = cA w, and the 
claim is proved. [] 
2. Interpolating polynomials and divided differences 
Our first goal is to construct a basis for gr ~[p] for a regular point p. This will be 
done in such a way as to satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1, hence giving that Hip] 
is a cone. It will then follow from Proposition 1 that Hw is a cone. 
Our treatment is greatly simplified by using the point 
1 
ccEq~ + 
whose regularity easily follows from the following proposition. 
Proposition 2. I f  ~ is a simple root then (p, a v) = 1. 
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Proof. From the fact that a simple reflection si permutes the set @+ - {~ti}, one can 
write 
1 .----, 1 
d, .  
b'E¢ + 
,a=#,, 
Combining this with the formula for a reflection s ip=p - (p, atv)cti, one gets 
(p,  o~/)Oti = p --  (p  --  O~i ) = O~i, 
which immediately yields the claim. [] 
Our plan is to now construct a basis ~[p] = {Aw(x)}wsW for ~[p], satisfying the 
property 
deg(Aw) = :(w). 
This will be done inductively using the following crucial proposition as a first step. 
We set 
cp = I-I ((p, ~tv) + 1), 
~E@ + 
noting that (p,a v) >0 for all ~xE ~+, so that all the terms in this product are positive 
and therefore cp ~ 0. 
Proposition 3 (Macdonald [3]). Let wo be the longest element of  W with :(w0)=n0 
and set 
Then 
dwo(X) = 1 H ((xw°'~v) + 1). 
Cp ~E¢ + 
1 / fx=pwo, 
,4w0(x)= 0 if x=pw, wE W, wewo. 
Proof. Clearly, if x = pwo then 
dwo(X ) = dwo(pWo ) = 1. 
If, on the other hand, x = pw with w ~ wo then pww0 = pff with ~ ~ e. This last in- 
equality implies that ~, sends some positive root to a negative root. Infact, there exists 
a simple root ~i such that 0e,~ =- f l  where/3 E ~+. Thus, 
1 1--[ l) 
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- l((pff, fl v) + 1) H ((Pab'ctv) 4- 1) 
Cp ~#~ 
uE~ + 
I = --((p~',-ctvlb) -I- I) fl ((p~,a v ) + I) 
Cp ~ 
~E~ + 
_ -1  q-__.~l f l  ((p~b, 0cv) -F 1)=0. [] 
Cp ~ 
Starting with A~0(x), we shall construct the other elements of ~[p] inductively. The 
key to this inductive process is the divided difference operator. That is, for each ~; E 6 a 
one has the mapping ~i : /~ ~ ~ defined by 
6i(P) = P(x) - P(xsi) 
With this, we can give the recipe for concocting the other elements of ~Ip]. 
Definition 1. For each w E W let w = ws i with : (w)= : (w)  --~ 1 and assume i is the 
smallest index among all such decompositions of w. Then 
Zlw(X) = (p~,, =t)~;(A,~(x)). 
Indeed, we remark that this definition is well defined for all w E W. To see this, 
note first that Aw0 is provided explicitly in Proposition 3. Then the above definition 
indicates how to obtain Aw for all elements of length no-  1, where no = #(w0). From 
these we can obtain Aw for elements of length no - 2, and so on until all the elements 
of W are exhausted. 
Theorem 3. Suppose 
1 i f  x = p:v, 
a~(x)  = 
0 i fx=pw' ,  w'E W, w '¢ fv  and :(w')~<E(ff), 
and that deg(A~(x)) = :(if). Then w = ~vsi with i minimal and :( i f)  = : (w)+l  implies: 
1 if x=pw, 
aw(X)  = 
0 i fx=pw' ,  w'E W, w '#w and : (w' )~:(w) ,  
and 
deg(dw(x)) = :(w). 
Proof. Application of 6 i to a polynomial owers its degree by 1, thus : (~)  = :(w) + 1 
gives 
deg(dw(x)) = deg(6id~(x)) = : (~)  - 1 = E(w). 
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Proceeding to prove the other claim of the theorem, we have by definition, 
Aw(x) = (pCv, ~i) A~(x) - A~(xsi) 
Note that by the regularity of p, (pw, ~) > 0, for all w E W and • E ~. Substituting 
x = pw, yields 
Aw(pw) : (pw, ~i) Aff(pw) - Aff(pwsi) 
(pw,~i) 
A~(pw) - A~(pCv) 
0- I  
: (PW'O~i) <p~lJ,--O~i) (since f (w)<d( f f )  and aisi = -ai)  
-----1. 
If, on the other hand, we evaluate at x = pw ~ with w '¢  w and E(w')~< g(w) then 
Aw(pW') : (pCv, o~i) A~(pw') - A~(pw' si ) 
(pW t, O~i ) 
But A #(pw') = 0 because d(w') <<. d(w) < d(Cv ). Also, A ~ (pw'si) --- 0 since w' ~i ¢ w and 
d(w'si)<<.d(Cv). Hence, Aw(pW')=O and our proof is complete. [] 
Corellary 1. For every w E W, 
1 i f  x=pw,  
Aw(x) = 
0 i fx=pw' ,  w'E W, w '¢w and Y(w')<<.f(w), 
and deg(Aw(x)) = f(w). 
Proof. I f  wE W then d(w)=no -k  for some O<<.k<~no. We prove this corollary by 
induction on k. 
(k =0).  In this case, f (w)=n0 forcing w=wo. Proposition 3 provides that Awo(X) 
is as required. 
(k > 0). Assume that the claim is true for all w E W with E(w) = no - (k - 1 ) and let 
d(w) = no - k. Then we can write w = ffas with s minimal and f(ff) = f(w) + 1 = no - 
(k -  1). Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, 
A~(x)=[  1 i fx=pf f ,  
t 0 i fx=pw' ,  w'E W, w '¢w and E(w')<<.d(Cv), 
and deg(A~(x))=d(Cv). Thus, A~(x) exactly satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3 
from which Aw(x) has the desired properties. [] 
At this point, we can list a series of consequences which our construction yields. 
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Proposition 4. The set ~[pl = { Aw}wEW is a basis for ~[p]. Furthermore, 
1. no : max{deg ~b I ~b E ~[p]} = max{degP I P E ~[p]}. 
2. [{4~ e ~Ipl I deg ~p = i}l -- 1{4~ E ~[pl I deg 4' -- no - i}l for all 0 <~ i <<. no. 
Proof. First, we show that M[p] forms a basis for ~[p]. Let wo=wl >. . .  >wlw I be 
any total order on W satisfying the condition f (w i )>( (w j )~ wi >wj. Next, define 
recursively the following set of polynomials: 
A w0 (x) if i = 1, 
~bi(x)= Aw,(X) - ~ c~j(x)Aw,(pwj) if i>  1. 
j<i 
It is easy to verify that 
1 if X = pwi, 
~ai(x)= 0 i fx=pwj  w i thwjEW andj~i .  
We now note that for any polynomial P E ~,  
IWl 
P(x) - Z P(pwi)c~i(x) 
i=1 
vanishes for all x E [p]. Therefore, 
Iwl 
P(x) =--Jtol Z P(pwi)(Pi(X), 
i=1 
which implies that ~ = {~b,}l=wl I spans ~[o]. Since the ~b; are clearly linearly indepen- 
dent, we conclude that ~ and hence ~[p] is a basis for ~[p]. 
Now for the other two claims of the proposition. 
1. Observe that max{degP I P E ~[p]} = no. Indeed, 
max{degP ]P E ~[p]} ~< max{degPlP E ~[p]} = no. 
On the other hand, 
max{degP ]P e ~[p]} = max{degP I P e gr ~[pl} = max{dege I P E Hip]}. 
But by Proposition 1, A w E Hip]. This implies that max{deg P [ P E Hip] } I> deg A w = 
[4'+1 = no which gives the desired equality. 
2. We use the fact that for any w E W, ((wow) = ((w0) - ((w) to deduce that if 
( (w)=i  then ( (wow-1)=no-  i. That is, w ~ wow -1 is a bijection between the 
elements of  W of length i and those of length no - i. Thus, for all 0 ~< i ~< no, 
I{wE wl{(w)=i}l  = I{wE Wl((w)=no - i}l. 
Hence, since by Corollary 1 degAw = E(w), one has 
I{PE~[p] I dege----i}l----l{PE~tp]l degP=no- i} l .  [] 
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We have just shown that ~[p] satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Let us summa- 
rize the remarkable implications of this fact in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let W be an irreducible Coxeter group with degrees dl . . . . .  d~. Then 
1. (Steinberg) Hr/ is a cone. 
2. {h(b) l b E ~tpl} is a homogeneous basis for gr~[p]. 
3. (Solomon) 
~"~. q:(W)= fl (l --q dj) 
:=, " 
Proof. For Part 1 we use Theorem 1 to conclude that Hip] is a cone. By Proposition 4
it then follows that Hw is a cone. Part 2 also follows immediately from Theorem 1 
by our construction of 9~[p]. For part 3, we recall that by Theorem 2 
P~(q) 
Pew(q) = P~w(q)" 
From the algebraic independence of the basic invariants I i , . . . , I ,  it follows that 
P~w(q) = (1 - qdj)" 
j=l 
Similarly, xl . . . . .  x, are algebraically independent variables. Hence, 
/I P~(q) = (1 q)" 
j=l 
Combining these equalities with the result of our construction of a homogeneous basis 
for gr ~[p] we have 
q:(W) = Pgr ~C[o,( q ) 
wEW 
= PHil(q) 
= PHw (q) 
~r (1 - qd:) :=,11 -(ICq-)" " [] 
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